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Abstract
In recent years, Visual Sensor Networks have emerged as an interesting category of distributed sensor-actor
systems to retrieve data from the observed scene and produce information. Indeed, the request for accurate
3D scene reconstruction in several applications is leading to the development of very large systems and more
specifically to large scale motion capture systems. When dealing with such huge amount of data from a large
number of cameras it becomes very hard to make real time reconstruction on a single machine.
Within this context, a distributed approach for reconstruction on large scale camera networks is proposed. The
approach is based on geometric triangulation performed in a distributed fashion on the computational grid formed
by the camera network organized into a tree structure. Since the computational performance of the algorithm
strongly depends on the order in which cameras are paired, to optimize the reconstruction a pairing strategy is
designed that relies on an affinity score among cameras. This score is computed from a probabilistic perspective
by studying the variance of the 3D target reconstruction error and resorting to a normalized cut graph partitioning.
The scaling laws and the results obtained in simulation suggest that the proposed strategy allows to obtain a
significant reduction of the computational time.

I. INTRODUCTION
The recent technological advancements in the development of microelectronic sensors and the capillary diffusion
of mobile devices are driving an increasing interest of the industrial and academic communities on the distributed
systems and smart sensing topics. Networks of sensors are typically used to monitor the dynamics of specific
phenomena or to measure the temporal evolution of some features or parameters of a system. In this context, the
information provided by a single sensor is usually insufficient to obtain a complete and reliable description of
the event of interest, but this gap can be bridged by resorting to a network of heterogeneous and often actuated
devices that merge their information to obtain a more complete scene representation and knowledge.
The list of applications related to the sensor network framework is ever-growing and, in particular, Visual
Sensor Networks (VSNs, i.e. camera networks), are emerging as an interesting class of distributed sensor-actor
systems with peculiar detection capabilities and challenging issues related to the quantity and quality of the
information flow they can retrieve from the observed scene [24]. Specifically, this paper concerns the study of a
VSN aiming at the reconstruction of the 3D geometry of a scene. Among the different techniques proposed in
the literature [22], [12] the focus here is on the case of a triangulation based reconstruction, and in particular on
the use of smart cameras [13], [21], [2] and motion capture (MoCap) systems [29].
A number of works have been recently presented in the literature concerning how to properly merge the
information over a network to make the sensors converge to a consensus [20], [31], [8], and how to possibly
speed up such procedure exploiting the characteristics of the network itself [30], [4], [27]. Similarly to the
consensus algorithm, our goal is to exploit both the information provided by all the cameras and the power of the
network as a computational grid, and to do so each node of the network is provided of computational intelligence
(smart camera network). However, differently from the original consensus problem, in the considered complex
scene the system has to deal with measurements of different targets, and consequently with a data association
problem. This specific characteristic and the requirement of real time reconstruction for example in large scale
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MoCap systems (e.g. hundreds of targets and dozens of cameras) urge to study a distributed reconstruction
strategy specifically for these VSNs.
After a preliminary overview of the reconstruction approach given in Sec. II, Sec. III regards the formulation
of a distributed algorithm to efficiently deal with the 3D reconstruction problem in large MoCap systems. The
strategy proposed in this work is to distribute the computation over a binary tree, where each node of the tree
corresponds to a camera. As shown in the simulations of Sec. V, this approach exploits the spatial clustering
of typical real data [32], [1], [14], allowing a significant reduction of the reconstruction computational time.
Different strategies to distribute the computation burden over a camera network have been considered in [3], [5],
[6], [15].
In the second part of the paper, Sec. IV, a strategy to optimize the proposed binary tree reconstruction procedure
is proposed. This optimization is based on the formulation of an affinity measure between cameras, related to
the mean reconstruction error that can be obtained when employing the considered cameras. The affinity score
is derived for a fixed target probability density and cameras configuration; however, the problem can be posed
also from a dynamic point of view, and if the target probability density changes the affinity function can be
updated consequently. The similarity measure is used to determine the coupling order for the network cameras
in the reconstruction procedure, obtained by considering the affinity measure as weights of links on a graph and
by using n-cut to compute proper partitions of the network [23].
Even if the problem here is formulated in the MoCap framework, actually it is closely related also to other
areas in VSN research such as the structure from motion problem (e.g. [19]), or the multi-view stereo context
(see [9], [7]), where suitable “affinity” functions are used to properly select a set of “optimal” views. Differently
from these approaches basically relying on already acquired experimental data, the affinity measure proposed in
this paper relies on a probabilistic point of view (e.g. by exploiting target density distribution) and can be adapted
to such multi-view stereo problems provided that the probabilistic approach is integrated with some deterministic
information about features and cameras extracted from the considered images.
II. APPROACH OVERVIEW
The reconstruction of target positions from measurements taken from a set of cameras can be formulated as
a geometric problem of triangulation [10], [11], [17]. Let a target i be placed at position φi in the 3D space
and suppose that camera j1 has a local measurement of i on its image plane at position qij1 . Then, using this
measurement it is possible to say that i is (approximately) on a point along the line rij1 passing through qij1
and the optical center of camera j . Let also rij2 be the ray associated to another camera j2 6= j1 and the same
target i, then the rationale is that the target position φ̄i can be estimated by intersecting rij1 and rij2 (geometric
triangulation). The described procedure can be adapted to deal with the multi-camera case and to take into account
of the geometric errors on camera image planes [10], [11], [25].
If the system is composed by a limited number of cameras and targets, the reconstruction algorithm based
on geometric triangulation can be implemented in a centralized fashion on a single machine to track the targets
in real time. On the other hand, when considering the envisaged large system scenarios, it becomes difficult to
simultaneously take into account the data provided by all the cameras. So, in this paper a different approach is
proposed: first, only portions of the whole system are considered concurrently, and then the 3D reconstruction is
achieved by progressively merging data from these different (and smaller) subsystems. Clearly in this framework,
it is important to understand how the information is elaborated and merged by different cameras, meaning that
some pairs of cameras will allow a better reconstruction1 with respect to others.
With respect to a classical reconstruction scheme, where the matching of measurements is concurrently checked
on all the cameras, here some modifications are introduced to make the problem manageable, as described in the
following. Similarly to [9], [7] only small groups of cameras are used at the beginning (here we exploit camera
pairs to compute candidate targets), and the obtained results are then assessed and refined using all the available
data. Given m cameras and n targets, the strategy can be summarized as follows:
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The concept of reconstruction quality considered here wants to take into account several factors, among which the number of
reconstructed targets, the reconstruction accuracy, and the required computational time.

• matching: for each pair of cameras (j1 , j2 ), with j1 = 1, . . . , m and j2 = j1 + 1, . . . , m, the available
2D measurements from j1 are compared with 2D measurements from j2 , searching for possible 3D real points
through a geometric triangulation procedure;
• back-projection: when a pair of measurements from (j1 , j2 ) is compatible, then the reconstructed point φi
(potentially a real target position) is back-projected onto the other cameras image planes;
• reconstruction: let k be the number of measurements from different cameras that are compatible with φi . If
k is larger than a chosen threshold k̄ , φi is recomputed by using all the k measurements to produce the estimate
of the real target position φ̂i ≈ φ̄i . The used measurements are deleted from the list of measurements available
for new target search.
This algorithm, considered as a centralized procedure running on a single machine, shows a computational
complexity increasing approximatively linearly with m and n, thus making this procedure not suitable for large
scale scenarios. Conversely, if adapted to work in a distributed fashion on the computational grid formed by the
camera network, a huge speed up of the whole reconstruction can be achieved. The rationale is that cameras that
allow to reconstruct more targets have to be matched first, such that most of the 2D measurements are deleted
quickly (in the first step of the reconstruction procedure).
The method proposed to distribute the computational load considers the cameras connected as in a binary tree:
cameras correspond to the leaves of the tree, then at each level two groups of the previous level are merged.
The computations at each node of the same level can be done in parallel, while different levels can be processed
in a pipelined fashion. The camera connection is similar to that in [3], however the considered reconstruction
procedures are different.
Then, the focus of the study is to find a strategy to pair cameras efficiently, namely to define and compute a suitable affinity measure between cameras: a large affinity score indicates that cameras allow for good reconstruction
of a large number of targets, and should be paired first.

III. TREE DISTRIBUTED RECONSTRUCTION
The problem of reconstructing n targets from the measurements of m cameras is considered assuming each
camera to be synchronized and provided of computational power. The aim of the study is to design a distributed
reconstruction strategy to reduce the overall computational time and to this aim here a (strictly) binary tree
algorithm is considered.
Be the cameras numbered from 1 to m (see Fig. 1(a)) and, without loss of generality, assume m = 2L .
Furthermore, let the groups {Gl,h } be defined as follows:
G1,h = {h},

h = 1, . . . , m,

G2,h = {2h − 1, 2h},
..
.

h = 1, . . . , m/2,

Gl,h = {2l−1 (h − 1) + 1, . . . , 2l−1 h}, h = 1, . . . , m/2l−1 ,

with l ≤ L. A convenient way to represent the groups {Gl,h }, is to use a tree graph as in Fig. 1(b), where each
node of the tree corresponds to a group {Gl,h }, and l is the level of such group. The algorithm starts elaborating
the leaves of the tree (level 1) as described in the following, and then it iteratively moves up to the root.
First, the algorithm merges the information of single cameras forming m/2 groups of camera pairs: the h-th
pair G2,h tries to match pairs of measurements (the first taken from G1,2h−1 , the second from G1,2h ): when two
measurements are compatible (i.e. their projection error is small [11]), they are assumed to be measurements of
the same target and thus they form a new crossing point of order 2 (measurements from a single camera are
considered crossing points of order 1). Similarly, when two crossing points of order k1 and k2 are compatible
they form a new crossing point of order k1 + k2 .
At level l the algorithm merges the information of Gl,2h−1 and Gl,2h , for h = 1, . . . , m/2l . When a crossing
point of order k ≥ k̄ (where k̄ is a design parameter) it is considered as a detected target. When a target is

(a)
Fig. 1.

(b)

(a) Example of camera scenario. (b) Binary tree scheme.

detected all its measurements (and the crossing points that involve them) are no longer considered in the algorithm
next steps2 .
Computations at each node of the tree are assumed to be done by one of the cameras in the group associated
to such node. While level l uses information elaborated by level l − 1, the nodes of level l can make their
computations in parallel. Assuming that nodes in a level are synchronized, then the time τl to compute level l is
the maximum computational time among all thePnodes in level l. So the overall computational time is given by
the sum of the maximum loads for each level: L
l=1 τl (sequential approach).
Alternatively, the algorithm can be pipelined: the network nodes are divided into L groups, each associated
to a level of the tree (starting from level 2 to the root). In particular, each node of the tree corresponds to a
camera (i.e. to a processing device), and each level of nodes computes a level of the algorithm corresponding
to a different time instant. Then, the output of a level is passed as input to the following level of nodes. In this
way the computational time can be significantly reduced: let τmax be the maximum computational
complexity
P
over all the levels, τmax = max(τ1 , . . . , τL ), then the first output is available after Lτmax ≥ L
τ
l=1 l , however
the outputs at each of the followingPtime instants are available with a period of τmax , where for large networks
τmax is typically much lower than L
l=1 τl .
IV. ALGORITHM OPTIMIZATION: AFFINITY SCORE AND N-CUT PARTITION
Then, to optimize the tree reconstruction scheme, a reconstruction order that minimizes the computational
time need to be devised. However, if the system dimensions (m, n) are large, the determination of the best
reconstruction order is impracticable and in order to determine a suboptimal optimization strategy, the following
observations are due:
• experimentally, most of the computational time of the algorithm is spent comparing pairs of camera measurements (matches or crossing points of order 1);
• the computational power available in the tree decreases by a factor 2 at each unitary increment of l;
• the bottleneck of the computational complexity of the algorithm is typically close to the root (for l ≈ L);
• the presence of unmatched measurements (i.e. not associated to any detected target) have a significative
impact on the overall computational burden and it has to be limited.
While an increment of the data load to be processed at the last levels of the tree (close to the root) changes
very much their computational times (because of the small number of devices used), such an increment in the
first levels (close to the leaves) of the tree typically does not affect very much their computational time (because
more computational power is available). Therefore: To reduce the computational complexity of the algorithm
(both in the sequential and the pipelined version), elaborate data so as to detect as many targets as possible at
the first steps of the algorithm.
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Computational time reduction with respect to the classical reconstruction scheme (where the centralized matching of measurements
is concurrently made on all cameras) is mostly obtained thanks to the distribution of the computational burden over the net and to the
removal of measurements of already detected targets from the reconstruction procedure.

Notice that GL,1 is formed by all the cameras, and is partitioned in two groups GL−1,1 and GL−1,2 . Similarly,
2
each group Gl,h at level l, ∀l > 1, is partitioned in two groups Gl−1,2h−1 , Gl−1,2h . Also, an affinity score σr,G
l,h
related to a generic set of cameras Gl,h is introduced, based on the mean reconstruction error variance of the
targets in the visible part of the scene (note that this is a partial reconstruction) [16].
With no a priori information about the targets and their configuration, they are considered as (approximately)
independent and identically distributed. Let φ̂i = (x̂i , ŷi , ẑi )> be the reconstructed position of target i, positioned
in φ̄i = (x̄i , ȳi , z̄i )> , where i = 1, . . . , n. Then, assuming a probability density distribution of a target pφ (φi ) in
the scene volume V , the mean reconstruction
variance σr2 is:
Z
E[(φ̂i − φi )> (φ̂i − φi ) | φi ]pφ (φi ) dφi

σr2 ≈

V
0

≈

n
1 X
E[(φ̂i − φi )> (φ̂i − φi ) | φi ] ,
n0
i=1

where it is introduced a discrete approximation on voxels (with an abuse of notation indicated with {φ1 , . . . , φn0 })
whose positions are sampled from pφ (φi )).
To take into account of the presence of occlusions, let the variable θij be defined as follows: θij = 1 if target
i is visible by camera j , and 0 otherwise. Let Θi be a random vector representing the values of the variables
{θi1 , . . . , θim }. Then:
n0
1 XX
2
σr ≈ 0
E[(φ̂i − φi )> (φ̂i − φi ) | Θi ]p(Θi |φi ) ,
n
i=1 Θi

where the second sum is varying the possible values of Θi .
In the case of self-occlusions, which are considered in this work, assume the object much larger than a
marker and approximatively convex and let its orientation at point φi be identified by the unit vector orthogonal
to the tangent plane in φi and going outwards the object. The target is mostly visible by cameras positioned
approximatively on the direction pointed by the object orientation. Then, the curvature of the object can be well
approximated by its tangent plane and thus a marker in φi is occluded by the object to cameras at more than
π/2 angle with respect to its orientation, while it is visible by the others.
According to these assumptions, the values of {θij }j can be computed from the object orientation in φi
(assuming cameras’ orientations known). Let ϕ, ϑ (where 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2π , −π/2 ≤ ϑ ≤ π/2) be two angles
identifying the target orientation. Then,
Z
n0 Z
1 X 2π π/2 X
2
σr ≈ 0
E[(φ̂i − φi )> (φ̂i − φi ) | Θi ] · p(Θi |ϕ, ϑ)p(ϕ)p(ϑ)dϕdϑ ,
n
0
−π/2 0
i=1

where p(ϕ) =

1
2π ,

p(ϑ) =

Θi

1
π;

summing over a finite set of values of ϕ and ϑ the approximation holds:
n0 X
H X
K
X
E[(φ̂i − φi )> (φ̂i − φi ) | ϕh , ϑk ]
2
σr ≈
,
n0 HK

(1)

i=1 h=1 k=1

where H and K are the number of samples {ϕh } and {ϑk } used for ϕ and ϑ, respectively, and E[(φ̂i −φi )> (φ̂i −
φi ) | ϕh , ϑk ] refers to the reconstruction error variance [18].
When (1) is used to compute the mean reconstruction variance restricted to the region visible by the cameras
2
2
in Gl,h , namely VGl,h , it is indicated as σ̄r,G
. Thus, being σ̄r,G
the mean reconstruction error of the cameras
l,h
l,h
in Gl,h , it is related to the affinity between the cameras in Gl,h : the smaller value of the mean reconstruction error
2
σ̄r,G
, the higher is the affinity between the cameras in Gl,h .
l,h
Hence, to maximize the number of targets detected at the first levels (with respect to the visible ones) we
compute the partitioning of each group Gl+1,h/2 as follows:
L


X
2
(2)
(Ĝ1,1 , . . . , ĜL,1 ) = arg min
max σ̄r,G
l,h
G1,1 ,...,GL,1

l=1

h

where (G1,1 , . . . , GL,1 ) vary among all the admissible partitions, and (Ĝ1,1 , . . . , ĜL,1 ) are the suboptimal ones.
The rationale here is to exploit the localization of data to make the reconstruction procedure faster.
Unfortunately, though, the number of partitions to be checked in (2) increases exponentially with m, thus the
direct minimization in (2) becomes quickly impracticable. Therefore, instead of minimizing the functional in (2),
we formulate a similar problem that is computationally more advantageous and whose solution can be computed
by distributing the computation over the network.
2
If both the mean reconstruction error between cameras j1 and j2 , σ̄r,j
, is low (i.e. good reconstruction), and
1 j2
2
2
2
that between j2 and j3 , σ̄r,j2 j3 , is low, then often also σ̄r,j1 j3 and σ̄r,j1 j2 j3 , are low as well (although, there are
singular camera-target configurations that may violate this consideration). Then, the mean reconstruction errors
2
{σ̄r,j
}
are sufficient to provide a rough description of the reconstruction capabilities over the
1 j2 j1 =1,...,m,j2 =1,...,m
network.
In this context, the undirected graph is considered, where each node corresponds to a smart camera of the
2
VSN and the weight of the edge between node (i.e. camera) j1 and j2 is w(j1 , j2 ) = σ̄r,j
. Then, the graph is
1 j2
partitioned using a normalized cuts graph partitioning [23]: a cut in a graph has the effect of partitioning it in
two parts A and B , and the value of the cut is given by the sum of the weights of the edges starting from A and
ending at B . Differently from a standard cut, a normalized cut considers the value of the cut as a fraction of the
total edge connections to all nodes in the graph. More specifically, the value of a normalized cut that separates
the graph in two partitions A and B is defined as follows:
P
P
j ∈A,j2 ∈B w(j1 , j2 )
j1 ∈A,j2 ∈B w(j1 , j2 )
+ P1
.
Ncut (A, B) = P
j1 ∈A,∀j2 w(j1 , j2 )
j2 ∈B,∀j1 w(j2 , j1 )
With the aim of partitioning the graph in parts with low mutual reconstruction ability (i.e. high values of σ̄ 2
between two nodes, one taken from the first partition and one from the other), the goal here is that of finding
the maximum normalized cut.
From [23], it immediately follows that the problem can be solved by computing the eigenvector x of D−1/2 (D−
W )D−1/2 corresponding
to the maximum eigenvalue, where D is a diagonal matrix whose i-th element on the
P
diagonal is j2 w(j1 , j2 ), while W is a symmetric matrix such that the element on the j1 -th row and j2 -th
column is w(j1 , j2 ). Each entry of x corresponds to a node of the graph. Then the partition of the graph in two
sets can be determined by checking if x(j1 ) is greater than a proper threshold x̄, for each node j1 . Then, the
normalized cut partition is repeated for each subset at each level of the tree until the tree is completely formed.
Interestingly, the eigenvector of interest can also be computed by means of the power iteration method [28],
whose computational burden can be easily and conveniently distributed over the network (other linear algebra
algorithms that can be formulated in a distributed way are considered in [26]). However, even considering the
complete eigenvalue decomposition, its computational complexity is polynomial (approximately O(m3 )).
V. SIMULATIONS
In this Section the computational complexities of the centralized, of the non-optimized tree distributed, and
of the optimized tree distributed algorithms are compared in some examples. In order to make the comparison
indipendent on the specific used devices, the results are reported in terms of number of elementary mathematical
and communication operations. For simplicity, the cost of each elementary mathematical and communication
operation is assumed to be unitary, however, similar results can be obtained also for different values of such
costs. In all the considered comparisons the sample computational complexities are computed as the mean of
100 independent reconstructions.
First, in Fig. 2 we compare the computational complexity of the proposed (non-optimized and non-pipelined)
tree distributed algorithm with that of the centralized one. The comparison is done in a scenario characterized
by clustered targets: the total number of targets n ranges from 64 to 1024 (arranged in 8 clusters), whereas the
number of cameras is set to 128.
Fig. 3(a) compares the number of detected targets (percent) along the execution time of the tree reconstruction
algorithm when using a random reconstruction order or the optimized one based on the affinity score. In this
example m = 16, n = 256. Remarkably, a further beneficial effect of adopting the affinity based pairing order
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Fig. 2. Number of operations for reconstructing n targets using m cameras, where m = 128, while n varies from 64 to 1024. Comparison
of the computational complexities of the centralized (black line), and the distributed algorithm (blue line dashed).

beyond the gain in the full reconstruction time appears from this plot: the reconstruction strategy based on the
camera affinity allows to obtain a higher number of reconstructed targets earlier with respect to the random
reconstruction order. In other words, the speed of learning the scene is strongly improved, in that it is possible
to obtain an almost complete (rough) reconstruction at an early stage of the whole procedure.
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Fig. 3. (a) Number of detected targets vs the computational time (normalized with respect to that of the optimized order) obtained
using the (dashed-dotted blue line) random, and (red solid line) optimized reconstruction order. (b-c) Computational time reduction with
respect
PL to random reconstruction order with pairs at leaf level: sequential (b) and pipelined (c) distributed algorithm, respectively referring
to
l=1 τl and Lτmax . Time reduction obtained by using: optimized reconstruction as in Sec. IV with pairs at leaf level (red solid
line), random order with triplets at leaf level (black dashed line), optimized reconstruction as in Sec. IV with triplets at leaf level (blue
dash-dotted line).

In the scenario of Fig. 3(b)-(c), we consider m = 32 cameras and a number of targets n ranging from 256
to 1024, placed in a room whose size are approximately 20 × 20 × 3 m3 . In this case, a further modification
to the tree-based reconstruction algorithm is considered: according to [19], we notice that considering groups
of 3 cameras at the first step of the procedure allows to significantly reduce the number of artifact targets, and
consequently, it typically allows to reduce the computational time. Hence, also a modified version of the tree
structure of Sec. III is considered, where at leaf level camera triplets are used instead of pairs. Fig. 3 shows the
(percent) computational time reduction obtained by employing the reconstruction algorithm with the following
reconstruction orders3 :
• random order employing triplets at the leaf level;
3
Since cameras are positioned without a specific topological order, the computational complexity is evaluated with respect to a random
reconstruction order with pairs at leaf level (that changes for each reconstruction).

order determined by the optimization of Sec. IV;
order determined by the optimization of Sec. IV employing triplets at the leaf level.
As shown in Fig. 3, the optimization of the reconstruction order leads to a significant computational time
reduction with respect to the use of a random reconstruction order. However, it is worth to notice that, in
agreement with the approach in [19], the best results are obtained by applying the optimized order to the modified
reconstruction scheme where the leaf level is given by camera triplets, with respect to the binary tree of Sec. III.
Nonetheless, the performance difference between the binary tree scheme and the triplet based one is less clear
in the pipelined case.
Finally, in accordance with the improved use of computational power, our study shows that the proposed tree
distributed algorithm prove to be much faster than the centralized one. Let the gain γ be the factor between
the computational time of the centralized algorithm versus the time of the (non-pipelined and non-optimized)
distributed algorithm. Then, γ increases approximately linearly as m becomes larger (more computational devices
are used in the network), however it is always strictly lower than m (which is an upper bound to the value of
the gain factor).
•
•

VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper considers the problem of distributed 3D reconstruction in a large VSNs, such as those constituted
by large scale MoCap systems. In particular, a tree distributed reconstruction scheme is proposed, which results
to be much faster with respect to the non-distributed algorithm.
Furthermore, a reconstruction order optimization method that can be efficiently computed has been proposed:
this is based on the computation of an affinity score between groups of cameras that allows targets to be
reconstructed first. Differently from other data-driven procedures, this affinity functional is based on a probabilistic
approach.
The use of the optimized reconstruction order can significantly reduce the computational time of the reconstruction algorithm with respect to the use of a random reconstruction order. Finally, a further computational time
reduction can be obtained by using a tree reconstruction scheme where the leaf level is composed by groups of
three cameras (instead of a fully binary tree with leaf level of pairs).
Future works include a better characterization of the reconstruction errors and the performance quantification,
also with respect to experimental setups and data and in comparison with other techniques.
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